
How I have found out that I made a mistake 
 

In the fourth of November and i sit in the yellow bus wondering about my schedule for next 

four days. At that time I went with my colleagues from my university to Vienna to the intense course 

of soil anti-erosion protection. And I didn´t know if my English will be adequate to understand all of 

these new vocational words. But day by day I realized that it is not so unbelievable to do some research 

in a foreign country and not in my native language. 

 Our interest was aimed to applied methods of soil erosion. Our director from university BOKU 

in Vienna Mr. Andreas Klik prepared a rich program of real experiments on soil samples from our 

capital Prague. All of these experiments we have done should teach us how important is to be precise, 

how and what should we do actually when we want to measure and find out some parameters of any 

soil. So almost all the time we have spent at the university BOKU was in laboratory or school canteen 

(I am just joking).  

Except our new experience we also went through Vienna to do a sightseeing. And as a young 

civil engineering student I really enjoyed all of these historical buildings, stories connected to Vienna 

and formal Austria-Hungary paraphrased by our docent Dostál. 

After this intensive course and exploring a new country within studying I realized I have made 

a mistake. What mistake? I should do it before. I should go to an Erasmus program to any European or 

Asian, African country to reach a huge amount of new experience, to improve my English or German. 

But After all I can make it on my own. 

I am so thankful to Mr. Klik, to Mr. Dostál, to Mr. Krása and of course to my school. I really 

enjoyed it. And I also did a huge step in my master studies. 

 

 

 Jan Pipta 


